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Based on the author’s accumulation of vocal music study for years, especially all 
aspects of postgraduate study stage, through many kinds of means and methods, for 
example, the classroom viewing records, notes sorting, recording contrast, video 
observation and comparison of reading literature and so on, the author makes a 
multi-faceted, deep reflection and exploration about vocal music study. On the basis 
of large text work including referring to the related items of authoritative reference 
books as well as the books, magazines and other related literature, the author 
gradually finishes the paper through ponder earnestly and actively checking suspect to 
reassure in classroom practice, constantly finishing ideas and exploring study. Using 
this paper as an opportunity, the author summarizes and induces the reasonable 
principle of vocal technological learning, besides expects making dialectical thinking 
and exploration on methodology. While summing up my long-term learning 
experiences and harvest, the purport is sharing the understanding of vocal music 
discipline, especially the digestion and aquiculture on methodology with the readers, 
hoping for inspiration. 
This paper discusses comprehensively about the problem and the solving 
methods around vocal techniques training. Among them, the first chapter analysis the 
vocal work principle, the formation of air-leaks, hissing sound and so on, using fluid 
mechanics field "bernoulli effect" principle. At the same time, the first chapter also 
talks about the "recessed" concept in a body cavity and singing resonance body. The 
third chapter mainly discusses the concept about human consciousness of leading 
singing, "the bellows type breath" as power support, "the diaphragmatic muscle" and 
so on. The third chapter also discusses the singing language and so on, especially 
differentiating the concept of "voice channel", so-called "chest and resonate", and the 















history as clues and framework, the chapters are relatively independent content also 
related with each other; the chapters are methodical also simultaneously. 
The "principles" in the title of paper namely observation and problem solving 
criteria. Since studying the vocal music, the author makes a Long-term observation 
about all problems about the vocal music and actively explores the solution of these 
problems in constant practice, In order to further in vocal music road. But because the 
limited knowledge, some fallacy is unavoidably, welcome the criticism and 
corrections from experts and counterparts.  
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（一）面罩唱法（chanter dans le masque、mask） 
关于面罩唱法沈湘先生这样写到：“ 19 世纪流行于法国歌唱界的一种唱法。
                                                        
①





































面罩唱法也在美国称为“Mask”。美国明尼苏达大学 Clifton Ware 教授的
书中这样写到：“ mask(the area around the eyes and bridge of the nose)
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中，提出的 Vocal Cone 圆锥形唱法，亦是面罩唱法。 
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内容参见：倪瑞霖.  美声唱法,它的发展轨迹及嗓音科学对其发声机理的若干重要阐释[J].  音乐艺术
(上海音乐学院学报). 2007，(1)： 78. 
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论家，如 M·加西亚等把“关闭”解释为母音变暗，例如把 a母音带上些 o母音
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